Perfect Action - the descending of perfect vision and emotion into and expressed through our daily actions.

Precepts (Silas) are patterns of ethical behaviour; a natural expression of certain skilful states of mind. Intention is everything. A window on the enlightened mind.

Three stages in working with precepts:
1) We might want to do something (assault, theft, blackmail, speeding, lying about tax returns, driving without insurance or an mot) but we don’t because the law and the threat of punishment restrains us. We are responding to external restraints (power mode) and our mental states are unskilful. 
2) When we think of doing or saying something unskilful we refrain as it goes against our voluntarily adopted ethics. We are responding to internal aspirations and our volitions are conscious. We are taking responsibility for our own behaviour. (working consciously in the love mode - we are aware of the desire to think and act unskilfully and also the intention to think and act positively).
3) Thoughts about transgressing the precepts that have been internalised don’t even arise. The mind is purified of any desire to harm, steal etc. therefore no act of volition is involved. (love that knows no bounds, that has no name).

Most people don’t harms others ‘willfully’. It is usually out of ignorance of the consequences, unmindfulness, forgetfulness or habit.

Progress in changing our mental states can be measured by checking our behaviour against the precepts.

The precepts are not just words or passive aspirations but require us to act in the world to counter the silas and promote the dharmas.

Some observations about ethics from the Buddhist perspective

*In Buddhism an ethical life is the constant effort to act from what is best in us.
Skillful actions (kusela) are those that are free from craving, hatred and mental  confusion (delusion) and which are motivated positively by the impulses of generosity, love, compassion, understanding.

*Unskillful actions (akusela) are rooted in craving, selfish desire; in hatred or aversion and in mental confusion or bewilderment.
 
*Unlike good and bad, the words skillful and unskillful point to ethics being related directly to intelligence, to being able to understand, reflect and explore possibilities.

*Actions are right or wrong according to the state of mind with which they are performed. The criterion is psychological, not theological.

* Ethics are not commandments that must be followed. Rather, by acting on them one gains a glimpse of the state of mind of an enlightened being, one becomes an enlightened being. Whether to take up the  practice of ethics or not is always an individual choice. A buddhist life cannot be imposed from outside oneself.

*Action (karma) is just that - action. In Buddhism, the consequences of actions (karma vipaka) arise only where actions are committed in skillful or unskillful states of mind. Intention is primary. Other actions or actions committed in a skillful state of mind that go wrong do not carry consequences from a Buddhist spiritual perspective.

*Shame (hrih) in Buddhism is a positive sense of acknowledging unskilful actions and resolving not to repeat them. This is different from neurotic or repressed guilt arising from wrong doing which can lead to feelings of self hatred or  unresolved self accusation.

